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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0l_UDUqpDE

The new sliding scale of ethics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0l_UDUqpDE


Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself            Rumi

The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who,                                 
in times of great moral crises, maintain their neutrality         Dante                    

Since wars begin in the minds of (hu)men
it is in the minds of (hu)men that
the defence of peace must be constructed 
UNESCO constitution



“To live in the nuclear age is to live on the 
brink of time. The arms race, the destruction of 
the environment, the spread of conflict & 
oppression ..render questionable, for the first 
time in history, the survival of the human 
species …(and) summon us to conscious, 
nonviolent, collective action, if disaster is to be 
averted. …(T)he dangers confronting us, & the 
horrors they portend, are of such magnitude 
as to numb the human psyche, building 
resistance to the very information we most 
need to convey and face”
Joanna Macy “Buddhist Resources for Despair” in Moon S. ed. (2004) Not Turning Away: The Practice 
of Engaged Buddhism,. p 162 Shambala, London.



meditate or activate?

Inner change vs social change OR interweaving of the two

Goenkaji to Richard Neville: light a candle in a dark room 
Fear abuse of power, privilege, untransformed ego - heal first, then 
act
Safer to do inner work - surrender responsibility, hide in spirituality

BUT…
context constrains opportunity - structural inequity, poverty, Maslow
social policy, society, systems directly cause harm
need to address abuse of power, injustice, corruption
social work background - activism

“Bad men need nothing more to compass their ends, than that good      
men should look on and do nothing” 1867 John Stuart Mill



some ethical dilemmas in psychotherapy

Ethics of knowing
• the social causes of ill-health and dis-ease while 

maintaining individual focus in therapy
• the problematic structure of service provision

• Medical vs Social Model of Health
• policies of privatisation and gutting of public services 
• maintenance of inequity of access & disadvantage 
• wasteful funding models and processes > duplication, 

instability, 
• flaws in “evidence based medicine” entering 

therapeutic encounter

meditation is a solution - not sharing it - colonising it.



“It is not enough to be compassionate. You must act. There are two aspects to action. 

One is to overcome the distortions and afflictions of your own mind, that is … 

calming and eventually dispelling anger. This is action out of compassion. The other 

is more social, more public. When something needs to be done in the world to rectify 

the wrongs, if one is really concerned with benefiting others, one needs to be 

engaged, involved.” - The Dalai Lama

(E)ngaged Buddhism refers to those aspects of action which are more public, more 
collective. Kenneth Kraft …..writes that: “an exclusively inner transformation, 
however profound, is not the end of the trail. Greed, anger and delusion… need to be 
uprooted in personal lives, but they also have to be dealt with as social and political 
realities.”

Ecodharma Centre http://www.ecodharma.com/articles-influences-audio/engaged-buddhism
accessed 16.3.19

engaged Buddhism

http://www.ecodharma.com/articles-influences-audio/engaged-buddhism


Thesis: Engaged Buddhism is based on a false dichotomy

● Western Buddhists were only interested in meditation, so they left the rest of 
Buddhism out and invented a “Mindfulness-only Buddhism”.

● Nothing like this had ever existed before.

● Realizing that their spiritual path was lacking, they decided to apply Dhamma 
to social concerns.

● Imagining that they were the first to do this, they called it “Engaged 
Buddhism”.

● To the rest of the world, however, it is just “Buddhism”.

● (This is not entirely true. But it’s not entirely false either!)



Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself  
Rumi

The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in times of 
great moral crises maintain their neutrality 
Dante

Since wars begin in the minds of (hu)men
it is in the minds of (hu)men that
the defence of peace must be constructed 
UNESCO constitution

Sir, the king’s realm is harried and oppressed. Bandits have been seen raiding 
villages, towns, and cities, and infesting the highways. But if the king were to 
extract more taxes while his realm is thus harried and oppressed, he would not 
be doing his duty. Now the king might think: “I’ll eradicate this barbarian 
obstacle by execution or imprisonment or confiscation or condemnation or 
banishment!” But that’s not the right way to eradicate this barbarian obstacle. 
Those who remain after the killing will return to harass the king’s realm. 
Rather, here is a plan, relying on which the barbarian obstacle will be properly 
uprooted. So let the king provide seed and fodder for those in the realm who 
work in farming and raising cattle. Let the king provide funding for those who 
work in trade. Let the king guarantee food and wages for those in government 
service. Then the people, occupied with their own work, will not harass the 
realm. The king’s revenues will be great. When the country is secured as a 
sanctuary, free of being harried and oppressed, the happy people, with joy in 
their hearts, dancing with children at their breast, will dwell as if their houses 
were wide open.

The Buddha’s social(ist) policy, Kutadanta Sutta, Dīgha Nikāya, DN 5 



King Ashoka the Great

● Ruled c. 268–232 BCE

● Empire covered the whole Indian subcontinent, from Afghanistan to 
Bangladesh, except parts of the south.

● Conquered Kalinga in c. 260 BCE

● Converted to Buddhism in 263 BCE

● Known from his own words in edicts, as well as legends and histories



Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself  
Rumi

The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in times of 
great moral crises maintain their neutrality 
Dante

Since wars begin in the minds of (hu)men
it is in the minds of (hu)men that
the defence of peace must be constructed 
UNESCO constitution

Beloved-of-the-Gods, King Priyadarsi, conquered the Kalingas 
eight years after his coronation. One hundred and fifty thousand 
were deported, one hundred thousand were killed and many 
more died (from other causes). After the Kalingas had been 
conquered, Beloved-of-the-Gods came to feel a strong 
inclination towards the Dharma, a love for the Dharma and for 
instruction in Dharma. Now Beloved-of-the-Gods feels deep 
remorse for having conquered the Kalingas.

King Ashoka, Rock Edict no. 13



Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself  
Rumi

The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in times of 
great moral crises maintain their neutrality 
Dante

Since wars begin in the minds of (hu)men
it is in the minds of (hu)men that
the defence of peace must be constructed 
UNESCO constitution

Now Beloved-of-the-Gods thinks that even those who do wrong 
should be forgiven where forgiveness is possible. … Even the 
forest people, who live in Beloved-of-the-Gods' domain, are 
entreated and reasoned with to act properly. … Truly, Beloved-
of-the-Gods desires non-injury, restraint and impartiality to all 
beings, even where wrong has been done.  Now it is conquest 
by Dhamma that Beloved-of-the-Gods considers to be the best 
conquest. 

King Ashoka, Rock Edict no. 13



Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself  
Rumi

The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in times of 
great moral crises maintain their neutrality 
Dante

Since wars begin in the minds of (hu)men
it is in the minds of (hu)men that
the defence of peace must be constructed 
UNESCO constitution

While being completely law-abiding, some people are 
imprisoned, treated harshly and even killed without cause so that 
many people suffer. Therefore your aim should be to act with 
impartiality. It is because of these things -- envy, anger, cruelty, 
hate, indifference, laziness or tiredness -- that such a thing does 
not happen. Therefore your aim should be: "May these things 
not be in me." And the root of this is non-anger and patience. 
Those who are bored with the administration of justice will not be 
promoted; (those who are not) will move upwards and be 
promoted. 

King Ashoka, Kalinga Rock Edict no. 1



Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself  
Rumi

The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in times of 
great moral crises maintain their neutrality 
Dante

Since wars begin in the minds of (hu)men
it is in the minds of (hu)men that
the defence of peace must be constructed 
UNESCO constitution

This progress among the people through Dhamma has been 
done by two means, by Dhamma regulations and by persuasion. 
Of these, Dhamma regulation is of little effect, while persuasion 
has much more effect. The Dhamma regulations I have given 
are that various animals must be protected. And I have given 
many other Dhamma regulations also. But it is by persuasion 
that progress among the people through Dhamma has had a 
greater effect in respect of harmlessness to living beings and 
non-killing of living beings. 

King Ashoka, Pillar Edict no. 7



Modern Buddhist culture

● Village temples support education, health, social development

● This is a major function of Buddhist temples in Australia, which 
establish networks of support, community, and counselling, 
especially among immigrant communities

● Movements such as Sarvodaya or Ehipassiko apply holistic spiritual 
principles to environmental and social development

● Ajahn Maha Bua, leading Thai meditation monk, established major 
charitable foundation



“ It is …the distinctive gift of the Buddha that the 
insights and methods he offered are so 
universally applicable. 
Refusing to be drawn into debates on the 
correctness of differing views and opinions, he 
focussed, like a physician, on one fact above all 
- that there is suffering. 
Because his teachings preeminently address 
that fact, they remain ever relevant and can 
nourish other traditions, other societies.

Joanna Macy ibid p 167.



What does it mean to wake up in our world today as a 
person of privilege? - guilt? shame? ignorance?

Don’t whip yourself for privilege -be thankful!, enjoy the 
blessings; I’m happy for you to have privilege and so you 
don’t have to go through what I went through. Facing 
injustice can make you angry and want to stop it.  It is good 
to act with empathy but you must OWN  the privilege.

Salbi, Zainab Freedom is an Inside Job: Owning our Darkness and Our light to Heal Ourselves and the World.” Zainab Salbi: Wielding our 

Sword of Truth on Sounds True Weekly Wisdom

https://www.soundstrue.com/store/weeklywisdom?page=single&category=IATE&episode=13471

PRIVILEGE
Zainab Salbi: Founder of Women for Women International

https://www.soundstrue.com/store/weeklywisdom?page=single&category=IATE&episode=13471


Activity - quietly consider your own privileges
Large group Brainstorm sharing of privileges



1.Do the work to be in touch with your feelings and 
discrimination - NOT just a problem of the other!

2.Tell your own story without comparing, minimising or 
apologising - this honours the other. Sharing your true 
story is the first line of respect - and listening to mine.

3.Don’t cry for me - be in touch with your tears for yourself. 
Face the shame, sorrow, pain in YOU - don’t project your 
feelings on the other (the victim or the perpetrator) - listen 
to her story with your own experience of loneliness, fear > 
connection of true respect not patronising. Enables 
connection as equals not saviour and victim.   

4. Be grateful to have privilege - enjoy; Act & give to the 
world out or your own moral responsibility not because 
other is asking for you to act. Freedom journey to truth.

Zainab Salbi to people of privilege ..



Lilla Watson to people of privilege ..

If you have come here to help me, 

you are wasting your time.

But if you have come because your liberation   

is bound up with mine,                               

then let us work together.

Murri artist, activist & academic



Simone Weil thought that ethics should start from a recognition of human fragility and 
finitude. As a chronic invalid, Weil was viscerally aware that human beings are fragile 
bodies that serve as vehicles for fragile minds. This fragility manifests in what she 
called affliction, which is a state of both physical and emotional suffering. 
Instead of envisioning free agents meeting one another in  the public square and 
demanding the recognition of their rights, she emphasised human needs and the 
obligations of compassion that should respond to these needs. This emphasis is of a 
piece with her care for refugees and her solidarity with her compatriots during both 
(world wars)..

https://www.sydneyfestival.org.au/stories/life-of-simone-weil?utm_source=Pre-show+emails+2019&utm_campaign=3e31b3479c-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_11_13_11_05_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_bbfe338547-3e31b3479c-337452585

https://www.sydneyfestival.org.au/stories/life-of-simone-weil?utm_source=Pre-show+emails+2019&utm_campaign=3e31b3479c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_11_13_11_05_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_bbfe338547-3e31b3479c-337452585


social change

“Attention is the rarest and purest form of generosity” 
Simone Weil
*

Attention applies in therapy and to the conditions in which 
we live, relate,  feel angst, seek and offer therapy

Methods include:
• lifestyle changes - pick up our power & response-ability 
• activism & movements 
• direct political engagement - organisations; policy
• social action as therapy for disadvantage, power abuse
*

paradigm change requires consciousness change



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrFnS6Jful0 8 mins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6MfGkxXInY 3mins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrFnS6Jful0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6MfGkxXInY


Quaker Moral treatment Victorian 
asylums- alienists/psychiatrists
Community Health system model 
Karuna Palliative Care service -
Chenresig
Young Parents Group - asked for 
help rather than offering help
Fran Peavey - American willing to 
listen; Heart Politics
CANwin’s Stand for Climate Action
Lin Jensen - The Pavement
Monks self-immolating in Vietnam -
marching, fighting in Myanmar
Otto Scharma Theory U
Others? 

inspirations and examples - share





Activity - pairs 

Quietly reflect/meditate
Take turns to share

About what are you socially passionate?
Do those social aspects play into your 
work as therapist? if so How?
How does class, inequity, climate, 
marginalisation arise in your practice?
What are you doing about your passions?
What holds you back from acting?



Conditions for Activist and Practitioner

For a Buddhist practitioner
• suffering is what we all have in common

• extreme privilege and extreme disadvantage inhibit capacity 
to practice - be active in life to facilitate conditions 
conducive to practice

• Do we sit on the mountain top for own enlightenment?     
none are free till all are free - Bodhisattva vow





Dependent co-arising - interbeing - anatta

Courageously opening to suffering connects us.

“Despair-work is posited on a similar premise .. that 
each of us, indissolubly & inextricably interconnected 
with the vaster web of life, is ultimately inseparable 
from the fate and experience of other beings. …in 
the Jewelled Net of Indra, all beings are seen as 
nodes in a limitless web; each reflects all the others, 
& at each node too, intelligence and compassion 
can co-arise entire.”    Macy Ibid p 165-166.

We are not separate 
- change the self and all is changed



Green Tara
Goddess of Compassion

Practicing 
sila, samadhi, panna 

we come to 

Brahma Viharas
* loving kindness
* compassion
* sympathetic joy
* equanimity



Dalai Lama

No absolutes not even Buddha
Too much self centredness is the problem. Be wise selfish - take care of body & 
mind to aid health & wellbeing 
The benefits of ethical practice is knowledge from Ancient India & my talk re 
secular ethics is based on convincing scientific findings. Don’t be warm hearted 
because Buddha or God says but because scientific evidence shows the 
benefits
Ethics must be secular, non-religious because millions are not religious. We 
must respect believers and non-believers alike (interconnected); Promote in life 
not Church/Temple
We are social animals - think seriously re how to deal with human made 
problems. We cannot remain indifferent - we must do something
No choice but to make an effort to promote ethics because too many sad things 
of our  own creation exist

Happiness Conference 2019 in conversation with Dalai Lama   
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/FMfcgxwBVqPzmljvxLfnJDTjgwmJXnfr?co
mpose=new&projector=1

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/


“Once our own dark and light are more integrated, our 
voices of protest change from harsh barks that speak to 
some but alienate others to a resonate call that many 
many people can hear. We work from the strength of 
our spines rather than the breathlessness of our 
chests.” Zainab Salbi

Freedom is an Inside Job: Owning our Darkness and Our light to Heal Ourselves and the World.” Zainab Salbi: Wielding 
our Sword of Truth on Sounds True Weekly Wisdom 
https://www.soundstrue.com/store/weeklywisdom?page=single&category=IATE&episode=13471

https://www.soundstrue.com/store/weeklywisdom?page=single&category=IATE&episode=13471


Uluru statement from the Heart


